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Face It: Recognizing and Conquering the Hidden Fear That Drives All Conflict at WorkAMACOM, 2004
Worrier.  Controller.  Attention-seeker.  Prisoner.  Victim.  Fake.

Do you work with people who fit those descriptions?  Does one of those names describe you?

Many different types of fear can keep talented professionals from achieving professional success. Worse, fear is the root of conflict, which can undermine the productivity...
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Coaching Into Greatness: 4 Steps to Success in Business and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Internationally acclaimed business coach and consultant Kim George provides an easy-to-master process for coaches to bring out innate greatness and achieve peak performance. George introduces a new kind of intelligence quotient, Abundance Intelligence. AQ is the key to living into greatness, moving from a mentality of scarcity to one of...
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Executive Wisdom: Coaching and the Emergence of Virtuous LeadersAmerican Psychological Association, 2006

	This book uniquely integrates a large body of historical, philosophical, psychological, and business models and methods as they relate to executive coaching and leadership development, for individuals, dyads, teams, and executive groups. What is executive wisdom, and how can it be developed through coaching? Executive wisdom emerges from a...
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Agile Project Management with Scrum (Microsoft Professional)Microsoft Press, 2004
The rules and practices for Scrum—a simple process for managing complex  projects—are few, straightforward, and easy to learn. But, Scrum’s simplicity  itself—its lack of prescription—can be disarming, and new practitioners often  find themselves reverting to old project management habits and tools and  yielding...
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Federal Resume Guidebook: Write a Winning Federal Resume to Get in, Get Promoted, and Survive in a Government Career!  3rd EditionJIST Works, 2004
Shows where to find federal jobs and how to navigate the different application processes for the many federal agencies. Expert step-by-step guidance and resume samples for applying for jobs with the federal government.     

       Guide provides advice how to be considered 'best qualified' for a new Federal job, or a promotion or...
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The Successful Coach: Insider Secrets to Becoming a Top CoachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	"The power of positive ACTION! The authors not only share their secrets to building a highly successful practice, but also provide readers with practical, everyday action steps to fill their practice, generate more referrals, and find more clients fast by taking positive actions." -Stephen Fairley, MA, RCC President & Business...
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Full Throttle: 122 Strategies to Supercharge Your Performance at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Do you want to be charged up every day? Do you want to be focused for every meeting? Do you want greater health, balance and happiness?
    Facing a continual barrage of tasks coupled with a tough economy, many people feel completely drained by day’s end. To stay ahead of the game, you need to capitalize on your energy, to go full...
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Agile in a Flash: Speed-Learning Agile Software Development (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		This comprehensive set of cards is an indispensable resource for agile teams. The deck of Agile in a Flash cards teaches leadership, teamwork, clean programming, agile approaches to problem solving, and tips for coaching agile teams. Team members can use the cards as reference material, ice breakers for conversations,...
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Being Agile: Your Roadmap to Successful Adoption of AgileApress, 2013

	Being Agile is your roadmap to successfully transforming your organization to an Agile culture. Veteran agile coach Mario Moreira teaches new adopters how to implement a robust Agile framework to derive from it the maximum business benefit in terms of customer value, revenue, and employee engagement. 

...
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Leadership from the Inside Out: Becoming a Leader for LifeBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2008

	Leadership from the Inside Out, Kevin Cashman’s breakthrough business bestseller that clearly connected personal growth to leadership effectiveness, is now completely revised and updated with:


	• an explosion of new validating independent research


	• impressive new case studies


	•...
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Performance Intelligence at Work: The 5 Essentials to Achieving The Mind of a ChampionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
GET IN THE GAME AND    PLAY TO WIN!
“Performance Intelligence at Work is the wake-up call every business leader needs.    Results come from actions but actions come from your thinking. To perform    better you must change your thinking.”
    —Mike Davidson, Vice Chairman and Chief Agency...
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